The BDS (BeiDou Navigation Satellite System) has been widely used in business, military and individual affairs, nevertheless, this single system is still deficient in poor positional accuracy. The paper targets at this problem, putting forward an integrated positioning algorithm of BDS/GPS/GLONASS on the basis of isobar random model. First of all, we combine the three systems to conduct observation, which makes the visible stars increase greatly and we can gain more accurate positioning information. Then we apply isobar random model to locate the position to further improve the positioning accuracy. When only considering the satellite clock error and receiver clock error, we conduct instance simulation on the integrated positioning algorithm. The result shows that in comparison with the single Compass Navigation Satellite System, this integrated algorithm has higher positioning accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
The satellite navigation positioning technology is the result of combining spacecraft and communications technology. When positioning, this technology makes use of satellite signals to provide data information, and conduct positioning, detection, navigation and management on the targets . Since it can provide all-weather, high-accuracy, real-time and high-efficient service, it has been widely used in business, individual affairs, aerospace, resource exploration, emergency rescue, transportation, command in battlefield and precise guidance; it has been one of the three fastest-developing information industries (Betz, 2012) .
Presently, some major countries in the world have paid more and more attentions on the significant position of GNSS on national stability and economy development, and they are establishing their own satellite navigation system. Up to now, there are four global satellite navigation systems, they are GPS, GLONSS, Galileo and BDS (Eissfelle, Hein and Winkel, 2010) . There are three local satellite navigation systems; they are BDS , QZSS and IRNSS (Gendt and Rothacher and Shi and Liu, 2013) .
GPS technology is the most mature one which has been mostly wide used. Nowadays, the GPS system has been admired by many countries, which use the GPS system to establish national and its peripheral Zone System so as to improve and consolidate the property of GPS system (Yang and Zhang, 2015) . GPS III have well illustrated that. The project is to elevate the quality of service for its people. Although the navigation system of the US has taken a leading role, it strives to improve the national positioning ability. It is still on the early stage and is expected to finish by the end of the year of 2020 (Feng and Li, 2014) . It will launch 30 satellites in due course. The system has been improved in anti-interference, compatibility, accuracy and security and confidentiality.
After the United States, the Soviet Union planned and established GNSS system (Zhang and Yuan, 2012) . In comparison with the CDMA of GPS system, GLONASS applies FDMA. The GLONASS system is good at circumpolar latitude covering. For civil use, the GNSS system has high accuracy, whose positioning error can be narrowed down to 1 meter (Liu, Lian and Tang, 2013) . Presently, Russia hopes that GNSS can be in motion again and provide service of high quality. Hence, Russia has done many jobs in this aspect. Although it keeps working, there are still scopes between GNSS and GPS.
The Europe has its own Galileo system, which was found in 1999. This system has 30 satellites (Wang, Cheng, Wang and Wei, 2012) . After its setup, it will take an up hand in accuracy, reliability and fraction of coverage of signals, in comparison with GPS system. The European countries predict that by the year of 2020, they will have the modern result. This system will provide free service to business service and the whole world. The setup of the system is not excluding but has been participated by many countries (Zhou, Hao, Zhu and Liu, 2012) . For compatibility, the Galileo also holds advantages, which means that it is compatible with all the other global navigation system and can provide quality of high efficiency.
The BDS our country owns is a brand-new global positioning system. This system is composed of 35 satellites. Besides the same navigation positioning service and time service, it provides Datum Communication service as well (Zhao, Ou and Yuan, 2005) . Hence, it can provide relative accurate positioning services (Zhang, Huang and Li, 2014) . At this stage, our country is actively developing the BDS, realizing the target plan step by step and elevating the ability of satellite navigation positioning constantly.
The paper targets at the deficiency in the single satellite navigation system, putting forward an integrated positioning algorithm of BDS/ GPS/ GLONASS on the basis of isobar random model. And it has carried out instance simulation to prove the efficiency of this algorithm.
SATELLITE POSITIONING ALGORITHM ON THE BASIS OF SINGLE SYSTEM

The Principle of Satellite Positioning
The principle of satellite navigation is that by receiving the satellite signal, the transmission time of the signal multiply by speed can be calculated to get the distance between star stations. Then by distance intersection principle the position of the users can be located. And the observation values can be gained to solve out the coordinate of the users.
As the frequency sources of the system clock and the local clock are different. On this condition, to realize the synchronization of them is really difficult. And we cannot calculate the distance between the satellites and the station by direct measuring. When conducting instance simulation, supposing that the error between system clock and local clock is do exist. And when applying the methods above to measure the distance between the signal and the receiver, besides the transmission distances, there are still distance differences between system block and local block, which can be called fake distance, embodied by  . The time difference between the system clock and local clock can be called local clock correction, and is embodied by d c t    , among which is the speed of light c . The coordinate of the satellite can be deduced by real-time broadcast ephemeris. Hence, the basic equation to determine the coordinates of the receiver is as followed:
The four coordinates of the satellites are known as 1 1 1 1 ( , , ) 
Among which, 1, 2,3, 4 j  . We set the visible satellite as the center of sphere, the distance between the satellite and the receiver as the radius, then the receiver must be in the sphere, which means, the sphere composed of the four satellites must be the position of the receiver. Then, by combining the four equations, we can solve out the unknown number u x , u y , u z and u t . In the receiver of GPS, there should be at least four satellites to determine the position of the users.
Users Position Algorithm on the Basis of Single System
The fake distance in one single system can be presented as:
To avoid closed solution, usually we use linear iteration method to sole nonlinear equation. If the approximate coordinate of the receiver isˆˆ ( , , ) x y z , then we use to embody the differences between the real coordinate ( , , ) x y z and the approximate coordinateˆˆ( , , ) x y z . Through Taylor's series, we unfold equation(2) near approximate coordinate and gain the equation to present the approximate coordinate. Then we make use of the receiver and the time error to estimate the approximate value of the fake distance.
Among which: ˆû
Then we get:
We put the right side of equation (5) into Taylor's series, to remove the nonlinear part, the expansion equation is short of first-order partial. Each partial derivative after calculating is:
In the equation:
Then: ˆˆĵ
After simplifying the equation above we gain:
In equation(9) xj  , yj  and zj  can respectively represent the unit vector direction cosine of the j satellite.
Now we have four unknown quantity u x  , u y  , u z  and u t  . We conduct distance measuring on them and by formulation to solve out their positions. The equation is as followed: 
Write the equation(10) as a matrix group: 
The equation (12) can be written as:
And we have:
When the visible satellites are morn than four, then we need least square method to solve out, then the solution of equation (14) should be:
THE INTEGRATED POSITIONING ALGORITHM OF BDS/ GPS/ GLONASS ON THE BASIS OF ISOBAR RANDOM MODEL
Solving of the User's Positions on the Basis of the BDS/ GPS/ GLONASS
Though there are many differences between GPS, GLONASS and BDS, the basic principles of the three are almost the same, which are to use distance intersection principle to positioning and navigation. Therefore, if we put the three satellite navigation systems together and conduct observation, all the visible satellites should be put into calculation which will make the quantity of visible satellites increase greatly so that more accurate positioning information can be gained.
Supposing that in epoch, the receiver in the observation station can observe the satellites of GPS, GLONASS and BDS at the same time. We give the observation equation of each satellite that is as followed:
In the equations: u x , u y , u z is the coordinates of users when they are in epoch t ;  is the fake distance of the m GLONASS satellite observed by the receiver;
n BDS  is the fake distance of the n BDS satellite observed by the receiver; GPS c t  is the measuring distance errors from the position of the users to GPS satellites generated by the receiver clock; GLO c t  is the measuring distance errors from the position of the users to GLONASS satellites generated by the receiver clock; BDS c t  is the measuring distance errors from the position of the users to the BDS satellites generated by the receiver clock.
Assuming after the space-time unification, GLONASS and BDS have been unified to the standard of GPS system, then the observation equation (17)-(19) can be wrote as followed:
Supposing the real coordinates of the users is ( , , ) 
In the equation: j is the type of the constellation; i is the i satellite in j constellation;  is the approximate fake distance between the users and the satellites. Similar to single-system users, we linearize the equation (21) and solve it out by adopting iteration. In some constellation, if the initial coordinate of some user is, and we record it as, put equation (21) in initial with Taylor's series, and pick the approximate formulation, which is:
We write equation (22) into a matrix group:
There are four unknown numbers, which are 
Relative Positioning on the Basis of Isobar Random Model
For the basic integrated satellite positioning system composed of BDS GPS and GLONASS , the paper applies isobar random model to conduct relative positioning.
The basic processing steps are as followed:
(1) Supposing there are three independent observation value 1 L , 2 L , 3 L . We make use of least square method to conduct the first adjustment. We give the fixed weight to GPS, GLONASS and the BDS by experience, respectively they are
(2) to solve each system ( 1, 2, 3) 2  1  02  2 2 2  2  03 3 3 3
(4) re-fix the weight according to the equation below 2 0
( 1, 2, 3)
In this equation, c is constant number and is usually take the value among 
ANALYSIS OF INSTANCE SIMULATION
To better explore the advantage of multiple-systems and to compare with the measured value, we set interval of sampling as 5s, the quantity of observation epoch is 2000, and the elevation mask angle is 15°. In simulation, GPS applies Walker 24/6/1, GLONASS applies Walker 24/3/1, BDS applies Walker 27/3/1, the elevation mask angle is 15°. Targets at the simulated model this paper has put forward, to make it convenient for calculation and simplified programming, the paper have considered the satellite clock correction, receiver satellite correction. The others have been set as 0. From the picture above, we can see that the visible stars in the combined system are more than the single system. Along the whole process of observing, the quantity of the visible stars is above 24. And with multiplesystem combination put into operation, the quantity of the stars is increasing greatly. From the picture above, after conducting PDOP on the combined system, the value of the curve in PDOP is smaller than the other three single-system's, with smaller changes and smoother curve, which shows that the geometric distribution of the combined system is better than single system. From table 1 we can know that, the x axis and y axis in each system has reached the degree of decimeter, even the error in x axis of the BDS reach the degree of centimeter; the x axis in the combined system is 2.9mm, y axis is 0.7mm, z axis is 4.06cm. The advantages in accuracy in comparison with one single system is really obvious. In the averaged value in each system, the x and y axis are both the degree of decimeter, the averaged value in z axis is the degree of meter. The averaged value of the combined system is smaller than the single system, whose value reaches the degree of centimeter. That shows that this combined navigation model works well in satellite navigation system.
CONCLUSIONS
The satellite navigation technology can provide all-weather, high-accurate and real-time positioning, navigation and time service, which has been widely used in military and civil use. The letter targets at the deficiency of single navigation system, putting forward an integrated positioning algorithm on the basis of the combined system. In comparison with single navigation system, this one has higher positioning accuracy.
